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Agenda

Introduction and Calflora basics 1-1:30
Overview of Weed Manager (WM) 1:30-2:15
Learning about Observer Pro 2:15-3pm
Using Observer Pro outside 3-3:45
Upload and edit field data 3:45-4:45
How organizations are using WM
Final questions, eval forms 4:45-5

Anything else we should add to agenda? 



Our Nonprofit’s Mission

- Calflora is California’s digital plant library

- We provide information on wild CA plants for 
conservation, education, and appreciation

- We serve public information needs related to scientific 
study, land management, environmental analysis, 
education, and appreciation of CA plant life



Calflora database contains

> 12,000 native and introduced species 

> 3 million plant location observations (points, lines, and 
polygons)

> 30,000 relationships between old and new plant names

> 300,000 plant photos

> 55,000 unique Calflora e-visitors each month (varies seasonally)

> 1,000 active data contributors (you?)



1994: PhD botanist Ann Dennis shared a text file of CA 
plants. 
1997: Local botanist Tony Morosco joined Ann’s efforts to 
document local plants. 
2001: They created Calflora 501(c)3  not-for-profit.

.

the roots of Calflora
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Weed Manager: Acquiring data 

Observer Pro 

android phone app

iOS phone app

Geotagged Photos

Upload shapefiles / geodatabases

Online





Various form options: you choose assessment fields





Various form options: you choose whether/which labor fields

Org A
Org B



Weed Manager: Managing data 

Data export



Weed Manager: Managing data 

History stacks



Weed Manager: Managing data 

Group Observations
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Weed Manager

- Groups
- Shapes
- Project setup
- Organization options
- Work session entry
- Reports
- Survey entry
- Hour and herbicide distributor



Weed Manager: Groups

A group is a set of people using Calflora with interests in common. 

In WM, the interests in common concern data collection and 

management-- actively contributing plant observations and 

monitoring observations contributed by others. 

Any features which members of the group define -- observations, 

searches, plant lists -- can be shared within the group, and are 

easily discoverable by all members of the group.

Groups can also share unpublished observations with each other. A 

Calflora group may have one or more “data czar(s)” who can 

edit / publish / delete any observations in that group. 



Weed Manager: Shapes

As a Calflora data contributor, you have your own portfolio of lines and 

polygons. Each time you enter an observation record with a line or 

polygon, the line or polygon goes into this portfolio. Each time you 

make a search polygon from Observation Hotline or What Grows 

Here, and save it by name, it goes into this portfolio.

With the Shape Editor application, you can view and edit any of the 

lines and polygons you may have added. You can also enter a new 

line or polygon. You can also upload a polygon shapefile, so that the 

polygons in the file become available for search in Observation 

Hotline and What Grows Here.

If you are a member of a group, then any lines or polygons owned 

by the group will also be available to you through this application. 

You can also share your polygons with a group. 



Weed Manager: Project Setup

A project is a way of organizing data collection and treatment 

records; within the Weed Manager system, the assumption is that 

every record will be associated with a project. Further, work session 

information within Weed Manager is accumulated on a project basis.

Many of the fields in a project record are designed for the 

convenience of using the Observer Pro phone application. 

In Observer Pro, all data for each of your organization's projects 

is loaded onto the phone each time you press REFRESH, 

including the plant list, center point, and historical records. 

When using Observer Pro, you can easily switch between projects. 



Weed Manager: Organization Options



Weed Manager: Organization Options



Weed Manager: Work Session Entry

With the Work Session Entry application you can view, enter, or 

edit work session records for an organization. It can be used as an 

electronic timesheet, to track how much work was done, by whom, 

on which projects.

Note that a crew record can describe a single person

(e.g. a member of the organization's staff), a contractor, 

or a volunteer group. 



Weed Manager: Reports



Weed Manager: Survey Entry

A survey is a search for certain plants in a discrete area at a 

certain time. To enter a survey record, you will need to specify the 

area, the date, and a plant list. For each plant in the plant list, you 

can indicate whether or not you found it. If you did find it, you may 

indicate how abundant it was (1+, 1-10, 11-100, etc.).

You may also indicate plant count zero for “not found,”  

 absence data for that surveyed area. 



Weed Manager: Hour and Herbicide Distributor (HHD)

This application allows a user to apply a number of work hours and

amount of herbicide to all treatment records for a chosen 

organization, project, and day. The user sees a list of  matching 

treatment records, each with a value for gross area and percent 

cover. 

HHD divides the total hours in proportion to the infested area of 

each record and shows this to the user in a preview table. The user 

can then adjust the number of hours allocated to each treatment 

record. 
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Weed Manager: acquiring data, managing data, and
using Observer Pro phone application



















Drawing polygons





Observer Pro phone app

- Don’t need data plan at all 

- Don’t need wifi in the field

- Do need wifi before you go in the field and 
after to login and (later) upload observations



Coming back the following 

year for a new assessment 

of the same patch



Satellites 
and 

Accuracy



GNS 2000 GPS MFI GLONASS RECEIVER
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